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Context
• 1st year English studies at Alcalá University
• Frustration: Academic English but still not able to produce
good texts
• Could the reason lie in thinking?

Solution?
• Students need to be trained to use language to think
 Exploratory Talk
 Learning to use language to think together has positive effects on
individual thinking
 Thinking Together Project
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Thinking Together
Reflection on talking behaviour

Listening to 1st recording; identify successful /
unsuccessful talking behaviour

Observation of group discussion and feedback to
group about talking behaviour

Results: Audio recordings
• Similar tasks but very different interaction:
• October 2nd: disputational and cumulative talk; few indicator
words (because, I think, if, why, which, what, you)
• November 15th: instances of exploratory talk; larger number of
indicator words

Sample interaction (1)
S1: not just saying that the teachers are OK, the degree is fine,
S2: I’m OK
S3: We can describe the university, the buildings first, and then
inside the university, the class
(…)
And then describe some teachers
S1: or start saying that the person is happy with the degree
because of the teachers, the subjects (…)
S2: OK. The last sentence is I hope, da,da,da
S3: I’m very happy with my degree
S1: Sí. We can say around here I’m very happy

Sample interaction (2)
S2: John and Liz talk for hour upon hour. He realized that Liz looked as a flower? Maybe?
S1: So you think hour upon hour he realized that she looked like a flower.
S2: Ah, do you mean if
S1: Yes, when we finished the second line
S2: OK.
S1: with she or with that
S2: he realizes. Yes, I think we could put she instead
S1: Wait, wait, hour upon hour, no, no, no, I said, I think hmm.
S2: John and Liz talk for hour upon hour, he realized she looked as a flower. Do you think it sounds
good or
S1: Wait, wait, wait a moment, wait a moment
S2: OK.
S1: I think hour upon hour he realized that she looked as a flower, so hour upon hour he realized that
she looked as a flower
S2: Yes, you have reason. It is better in that place, OK.
S1: that she looked as a flower
S2: Ok, now yes.
S2: John and Liz talk hour upon hour. He realized that she looked as a flower. I think, I think it sounds
good. Now we have to continue the story.
S1: How do you say when you “tomar”.
S2: Have, take?
S1: Take.
S2: I think yes. Do you mean something to drink?
S1: When you drink something you say “tomar”?

Results: Writings
• Same task: descriptive essay on one aspect of university life
• Analysed in terms of:
•
•
•
•

relation btw paragraphs
use of linkers
illustration of points made
creation of a frame that helps reader understand (topic sentence)

Illustration
• “The historic one [campus] is in the town center. It is called
historic because the faculties are in some old and important
buildings. For example, the colegio de caracciolos […] was a
convent in its beginning.” (Experimental group)
• “At the moment, the University is one of the most important
and know, and not only here in Spain but also abroad. With
the passage of time it was improving (like the other too) and
now has a lot of facilities.” (Control group)

Creating a frame
• “A campus is a space where the faculties of a university are
placed. In the UAH there are three different campuses”
(Experimental group)
• “At University of Alcalá there are three places where you can
find many libraries. In the city center you can go to
Architecture Library…” (Control group)
• “The University of Alcalá is a state university and, as the name
suggests in Alcalá de Henares. It has three campuses: the first
in Alcalá city […] The current university has an antecedent….”
(Control group)

Results: English level test
• September: same level in both groups
• May:
• slight difference between the two groups
• experimental group outscores control group in all four skills
tested
• highest differences in listening and writing

